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Stoneham and Mont-Sainte-Anne made
Flight Network’s Top 35 best kept secret ski resorts for 2017
Beaupré, January 24th, 2017 – People living in the great Quebec area are definitely lucky folks… They have the two
wonders of the province’s ski resorts in their backyard! Yesterday, the well-known online-based travel agency Flight
Network unveiled its Top 35 of the best kept secret ski resorts for 2017, and Mont-Sainte-Anne and Stoneham
are the only resorts in Quebec figuring on the list.
The resorts’ strengths
Flight Network’s Top 35 enumerates the greatest assets of each resort. Here is what impressed them the most
about Quebec’s mountains:
Mont-Sainte-Anne: The mountain is set apart by the wide range of difficulty levels on the slopes, allowing
beginners as well as experts to enjoy their day skiing, and the breathtaking view of the Saint-Lawrence River from
the summit. They also loved the multi-activity side of the mountain: cross-country skiing, alpine touring,
snowshoeing, fat biking, paragliding, ice canyoning, ice skating and many more are offered at the resort in addition
to alpine skiing. This makes Mont-Sainte-Anne a great winter destination for travelers.
Stoneham: Stoneham has an incredible atmosphere on the slopes as well as during the après-ski, at the Feu-Follet
restaurant or the Quatre-Foyer bar, and that is what people at Flight Network loved about the place. The resort is a
great choice for skiers and snowboarders looking for a dynamic and cool experience in addition to great ski
conditions.
More on Flight Network
Flight Network is one of Canada's largest online travel websites, because it delivers the
lowest airfares. Flight Network's customer support is staffed by 150+ travel specialists who
help customers find the best travel deals 24/7. Formed in 2005, Flight Network makes
travel more convenient, reduces airfares, and saves customers money with its industry-first
Price Drop Protection program, which is why millions of flight, hotels, and vacations are
booked through the website each year.
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